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Neurorehabilitation
Music and Rhythm
Brain-computer interfaces
Locomotion and balance
Clinical translational neuroscience
Mobile brain/body imaging (I/II)
Social neuroscience
Brain networks
Natural visual experiences
Advanced signal processing

Opening Address
I would like to welcome all of you to the 5th Yamada
Symposium on Neuroimaging of Natural Behaviors. It is my great
pleasure and honor to welcome all and to give an opening address
on this symposium on behalf of the Yamada science foundation
Ụᑼ⌮㛗

(YSF).

YSF was established in 1977 by Mr. Kiro Yamada, the former president of the Rohto
Pharmaceutical Company Ltd. on the basis of his personal funds to promote basic science in Japan.
The YSF supporting programs include: i) basic science research projects; ii) international
conferences/symposia and workshops; and iii) overseas exchanges of young scientists. The science
fields to be covered are physics, chemistry and life science. YSF puts emphasis on original ideas and
challenges to develop new science frontiers.
The Yamada symposium started in 2003 on the occasion of the YSF 25th anniversary. It aims to
develop new science fields through active discussions among active scientists over various fields and
generations.
The present symposium is just what we would like and be pleased to extend our support to. This
symposium puts emphasis on brain mechanisms of natural behaviors, innovative fields of neuro
imaging, new measurements and analyses of neuroimaging, new opportunities to study brains,
synergistic effects for future progresses, and vital discussions among various fields. These are
subjects of frontiers of the fields, interdisciplinary researches and new developments. The subjects
and the ways of the discussions in the present symposium are just what YSF would like to appreciate
and encourage.

Hiroyasu Ejiri
President of the Yamada Science Foundation,
Professor Emeritus of Osaka University

Preface
Neuroimaging has revolutionized our understanding of the
functions and structures of the living human brain especially since
the introduction of functional magnetic resonance imaging in early
1990s, furthering our knowledge beyond the confines of clinical
⏣୰⤌⧊ጤဨ㛗

observations and animal experiments. Neuroscience has since

expanded its territories from low-level sensory processing and motor control into high-level cognitive
functions specific to humankind such as memory, language, and executive functions. Until recently,
however, human neuroimaging has been restricted to a laboratory setting where stimuli are artificially
simplistic and body movements are strictly controlled, so our understanding of brain functions in
natural environments is limited. Human intelligence and creativity are best understood in natural
environments where humans interact with natural objects and communicate with other humans to
solve problems in need.
Recent developments in measurement hardware, signal processing, and experimental designs have
opened new opportunities to overcome the movement restriction of fMRI and to investigate the
human brain in action. The core concept is Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI) advocated by Drs.
Scott Makeig and Klaus Gramann. MoBI is a new neuroimaging modality, integrating mobile brain
imaging methods and other data streams such as motion captures and eye tracking to investigate brain
activity while participants actively move in and interact with their environment. The new
developments have promise for new insights into human brain functions interacting with physical and
virtual environments.
The 5th Yamada Symposium focuses on innovative fields of neuroimaging dedicated to
understanding brain mechanisms of natural behaviors. The Symposium also covers novel research
areas that are awaiting for new possibilities for human neuroimaging. I hope the Symposium will
provide a stimulating and synergistic opportunity for forthcoming innovations. Finally, on the behalf
of the organizing committee, I would like to express sincere gratitude for the generous support from
the Yamada Science Foundations.

Hirokazu Tanaka
Organizing Committee
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